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Particle Injection and Cosmic Ray Acceleration
●t Collisionless Parallel Shocks

K. B. Quest

Inertial Fusion and Plasma Theory, MS-E531
Applied Theoretical Physics Division

Los Alarnos National Laboratory
Los Ahmos, NM 87545

Abstract

The structure of collisionless parallel shocks is studied using one-dimensional hybrid
simulations, with emphasis on particle injection into the first-order Fermi acceleration
process. It is argued that for sufficiently high Mach number shocks, and in the absence
of wave turbulence, the fluid firehose marginal stability condition will be exceeded at the
interface bet ween the upstream, unshocked, plasma and the heated plasma downstream,
As a consequence, nonlinear, low-frequency, electromagnetic waves are generated and act
to slow the plasma and provide dissipation for the shock. It is shown that large amplitude
waves at the shock ramp scatter a small fraction of the upstream ions back into the

upstream medium. These ions, in turn, resonantly generate the electromagnetic waves
that are swept back into the shock. As these waves propagate through the shock they
are compressed and amplified, allowing them to non-resonantly scatter the bid!: of the
plassma. hforeover, the compressed waves back-scatter u small fraction of the upstream
ions, maintaining the shock structure in a quasi-steady state, The back-scattered ions arc
accelerated during the wave generation process to 2-4 times the ram energy and provide a
likely seeci population for cosntic rays,

1.

of

Introduction

Dur\ng the last decade it has been argued that a plausiblr model for the generation]
cosmic rays is first-order Fermi acceleration at ccdlisionless shocks. 11] the argu;licllt ‘S

simplest form, low-frequency electromagnetic f!uctuaticms (such as Alfv4n waves) are corn.
pressed and slowed u they propagate from a position upstream of a collibionless shock to a
position downstream, Supra-thermal ions scattering off of these waves conserve energy in

the wnve rest frune, If the phmc speed of the waves is much slower thun the local plasmn
flow speed, it follows that the ions “we” converging mirrors, and particle energization cull
result. It has b=n shown that given m inititd distribution of moderately energetic io~)s
(a ‘need” popuhtion), the spectral index of the ions (after acceleration) can be predicted

using statistical o? test particle arguments, independent of the wave scattering rnechanis]l)

(Axford et al,, 1977; Bell, 1976; Blandford and Ostriker, 1976), hcent review of t]l~:

theory and its application to apnce and astrophysical plasmas can be found in Axfurfl
(1981 a,b,c), Blandford and Cowie (1962), Drury (1963), Forrmm and Webb ( 19S5), l(el~;w]
et al. (19S5), Sc!~oler (1S65), and Blandford and Eic}der (1987),
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An unresolved issue crucial to the first-order Fermi process is how ions are initially
drawn from the thermal background, that is, what is the source and composition of the
“seed” population. One possibility is that ions are accelerated up out of the thermal
background by some mechanism independent of the shock or tlie first-order Fermi process,

followed by further acceleration to cosmic ray energies by the Fermi mechanism. Camcbdate
processes such as second-order Fermi acceleration and magnetic pumping are discussed in
Melrose ( 1960) amd will not be repeated here. Another possibility is rhod-shock accel-
●ration, where ions bounce between two (or more) converging shocks and is a variant of
the first-order Perrni process (Parker, 1956). It is possible to strongly accelerate ions at
nearly perpendicular shocks by either the shock-drift mech~ism (Armstrong, 1965) or
shock-shock interactions ~Cargill et al., 1966). Finally, magnetospheres provide a wealth
of possible acceleration mechanisms such M reconnection, double layers, ud wave- pwt; cle
interactions (Arons et al., 1979).

An alternative is that the eeed population is provided by the shock dissipation process.
This idea is appealing because it eliminates the need for additiond (external) processes
working in conduction with the shock acceleration mecharrism, and x a consequence,
wherever there Me shocks there will be the production of cosmic rays. It does in~pl!’,

holvever, that shock structure and energetic particle acceleration are inter-dependent, that
is, the physics of one will almost certainly affect the other (Blandford and Eichler, 19S7).

It is the purpose of this paper to outline a model of collisionless, high Mach number
parallel shock stmcture, rmd show that the dissipation process xmquires the ger,eration
of electromagnetic wa~’es upstresu-n of the shock, and the scattering and energization of a

small fraction of the background ions. These Me the sw-ne requirements for the initiation of
cosmic ray production, and it will be cugued that Fermi acceleration is a lik~!;’ consequence
of the model.

2. Paralle’ Sl)ock Mode!

In this section a mechanism by Mllich pwallel shocks dissipate energy at parallel
hfach numbers will bc outlined. h!ore details can be found in Quest (1967), on wllirll t]lr
follol!’ing discussion is b~ed.

Collisionless parallci shocks ha~’e long been a “problem child” of plc ma physics, pri]~-
cipally because of the difficulty of propagating nonline~ sound waves along the m&glietic
field-aligned direction, Viewed from C]MSiCd col]isional hy&odynam.its, shock waves are
formed when the tendency of compressive waves to oteepen are Ealmced by vi~ccms dissi-
pation, This a.rgu.rnent cm be generalized to cdisional MHD by including dinpers;on as
an alternate way of limiting shock steepening, A problem tu-ism, hnwever, when trying to
apply this argument to parallel shock formation i]] a collisioriless mediuni, First, WUIICI

wave~ me etrongly du-nped unless the upstream ratio of the lon temperature to the elec-
tron temperature T,/T, in very omall (Fried and Gould, 19G1). Quasi-! ii~ear theory and
particle emulations have ohowrr that unless T,/T, < 0,2, ion acoustic wavtj are strong],
Lemduu dmped and do not uteepen to form shock~ (Mason, 1970,1971). Second, wl)rr] t!,r

temprraturc ratio is small enough to support acoustic clIoc.ks, ther” is m-nupper critird
acoustic Mac)) number betwccrl 1,6 to 3 (depending on the electroli equutioI) of stat(’),
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above which the ion distribution function bifurcates and an increasingly l~ge fraction of
the ions me electrostatically reflected back upstream (hfoisee\’ ad Sagdeev, 1963; Forsluncl
tmd Reidberg, 1971; Ticlrnan and I{rall, 1971). Such a distribution is drongly unstable to
electromagnetic wave growth, implying that, at best, nonlinem acoustic waves will exist
only for a limited Mach number range. Finally, parallel propagating Alfv6n waves are

non-compressive, and do not steepen to form shocks (Kantrowitz and Petschek, 1966). If
the round wave is strongly dm-iped, it is not obvious how a parallel shock cm be formed
by the steepening ~guments.

Parker ( 1961) reasoned that at su.f%ciently high Mach numbers a pmdlel shock will
form because the interface where the upstream amd downstream plmmas overlap will be
unstable to growth of a hose instability. When two or more pl~ma populations of differing
velocity parallel to the background magnetic field inter-penetrate, an tiectivc pressure

P,[ = x MJLJJ;o (1)
o

is generated. In (1 ), the SW-I-Iis over all species o. N, M and IYllare the density, rows,
end parallel bulk velocity, respectively, and the pressure Pll is calculated in the electron
rest frm-ne (center of mass frame). Assuming for simplicity that the thermal pressures are
isotropic, the pl~rna is unstable to grotvth of right-hand circularly polmized waves if

(2)

where R is the magnitude of the background magnetic field, The criterion (2) is completclj’

analogous to the more usual firehose marginal stability condition (Chandrssekhar et al,,
1956), where the pressure rmisotropies are thermal M opposed to generated by multi-
strcsrning ion beams. In both cases, the plasma is unstable when the centrifugal forces
generated by the anisotropies exceed the stabilization due to the magnetic tension,

In interplancta.q” space, a high speed strew-n overtaking a s!ower stream will couple
amd form a shock if criterion (2) is exceeded. If an obstacle is placed in the flow of a rnovi]lg
plasma, such as the earth’s magnetosphere in the solar wind, then plasma reflecting from
the obstacle will be unstable, ud again a shock will foml. Thus, shock formutioll by tl~c
steepening of Bound waves is replaced by the coupling of multiple ion beams due to tllc
hose instability (Quest, 1967),

Fk-ther illustration of the idea cam be provided by the following example, Assume
for the moment that two plasm~ oepaxated by a discontinuity satisfy the usual Ra.nkirle-
Hugoniot jump conditions for a p~allel @hock. As time progresses, will the discontinuity
develop into a uhock layer that can heat the phuma and provide the necensq dissipation

for the wave to be self-consistent? A probable mswer is provided in Figure 1,
In Figure 1, the k’, - z phase space mid BB magnetic field component for a pnrallcl

-hod am shown for 6 succeeding times, The velocities Me normalized to the shock run]
speed U., and the magnetic field is normalized to the background field B,, The numbers
at the right of the figures are the times in units of inverse ion cyclotron frequency fl: ],
The ~hock normal and tl~r background magnetic field we both asumed to be in the T

direction. The nominal Alfv4n Mach number is 5, the upstrmrn plasma ~ is 15, all(l
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the upstream temperature ratio Ti/T. is 0.5. Tlieresult shavebeengenerated hy a one-

dimensional hybrid code in which the electrons are treated as an isentropic fluid and the
ions as macrmparticles (Harried, 19S2), but for the purposes of discussion the figures can
be assumed to be schematics.

At time t=il the upstream and downstream plasmas are separated by a discontinuity
as described above. The transverse magnetic field is 0, consistent with the assumption of
no wave fields. As time progresses, the faster, unshocked, plasma overta~es the slower,
shocked plasma, creating an unstable interface region. Large amplitude transverse 13 fields
are geneiated and couple the upstream rmd downstream piasmas. At late times a shock
layer has formed and the plasma trsmsition from upstream to downstream is now self-
consistent.

In the following sections the time-asymptotic steady-state structure as predicted by the
simulation code will be examined, Before proceeding to this discussion, however, it would
be useful to know for what Mach numbers and upstream conditions the hose instability is
expected to strongly drive the shock. A simple estimate can be made in the following way:
Assume that for small Mach numbers the electrons behave as an isentropic fluid, with ratios
of specific heat of 5/3. The justification for this assumption is i.hat the long wavelength
modes expected from the hose instability will not strongly heat the electrons, and any
anisotropies that build up will be quickly smoothed by electron Weibal instabilities. INext,
assume that all the irreversible shock heating goes intc. the ions, and that the heating is
one-dimensional, in the shock normal direction. If ion acoustic waves are causing the shock,
then the assumption of one-dimensionality is easy to justify. If the temperature ratios are
too large to support such waves, then the dirmmsionality of the shock will depend on the
nature of the low hfach number dissipation mechanism, for example, weakly resonant ion
beam-driven modes (Quest, 1967). In any event, the assumption of one- dimensionality will
provide a lower bound in Mach i~unik for when the firehose condit~on is first exceeded
(see below).

As the hfach number of the shock is increased, the downstream ion temperature ratio
T’Li/Z’lli will increase, since the irreversible heating is going into the parullcl direction alone,
For sufficiently large Mach numbers, tb.e maxginal firehose condition

(3)

will be exceeded downstream of the shock, assuming a one-dimensional ion compression,
For these Mach numbers, the self-consistently generated turbulence should adjust itself so
that ions Me heated in the perpendicular direction as well sa parallel, so that conditio]l
(3) is satisfied. Put differently, plasmas downstream of a parallel shock that exceed the
criterion (3) will be fireho~e unstable, and the eRect of the instability will be to drive the
aniaotropies back to criterion (3),

In Figure 2, the minimum Mach number for which the fi.rehose criterion is at ttined
downstream is plotted as a function of upstream plasma /3. The assumed Ti/Tc upstream
is 0,5, although the results are relatively insensitive to this parameter, In the upper pane]
the magnetosonic Mach Ill, number is plotted, while in the lower panel the Alfin hfnch

number MA is used. The shaded areas in the plots correspond to switch-on shocks (lowrr-
left cxxner) and subsonic flew (right comer of Fig 2a) See Quest ( 19s7) for more details.
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As can be seen, the firehose condition is achieved for moderate Mach nurnhers, so that both

astrophysically and within the earth’s solar system it should be possible to find fiehose
dIiVt311 shocks.

& Shock Structure

In the previous section it was shown that for sufficiently large Mach numbers low-

frequency electromagnetic waves are expected as part of the parallel shock structure. The
reasons are the lack of an electrostatic sound wave and because the beam-driven marginal
firehose condition would otherwise be grossly exceeded. What has not been determined
is the structure of these waves. Clearly, they must strongly scatter the bulk of the ions
to achieve the necessary shock dissipation, and they must do so in a way such that the
marginal fhehose condition is satisfied a few thermal ~T*radii downstream of the shock.
Within these constraints, however, the wave structure is arbitrary.

Linear theory ofiers insight as to the expected wave stmcture. When two or more
ion beams inter-penetrate along the magnetic field-aligned directio ~, there are in general
three distinct modes that will be driven urxdable. The first is the non-resonant fluid mode
discovered simultaneously by Parker (1961) and Kovner (1961). Simulations (Winske and
Lmoy, 19S3) have shown that when this mode is dominant (i.e., exceeds criterion (2)), the
wave field grows up unt !1 h is strong enough to trap the beams and force them together.
An example of this behavior can be seen in Figure 2, where the magnetic field of the wave
grows to several times the magnitude of the background field, dominating the motion of the
ions, and forcing the two beams to move together. The polarization of this wave is right-
handed, and the mode propagates in a direction opposite that of the beam in the center
of mass frame (where the “beam” is defined as the ion species with the lower density).

Another mode that can be destabilized is a low-frequency (< fli) electromagnetic
wave that cyclotron-resonates with the beam (Kovner, 1961), that is, Gatisfies at maximum

growth the condition

where u Ss the complex frequency of the wave, k is the wavenumber, and Ub is the beam
velocity in the field aligned direction. This instability has been studied extensively both

theoretically (Buries, 1970; Bell, 1978; GUY, 1978; AAterberg, 1963) and numerically
(Winske md Leroy, 1983) and are beheved to be at least partially responsible for the
observed ion beam stmctum seen upstream of the etih’s bow shock (Sent man et al.,
1981; Gary, 1981; Lee, 1982; Thomsen, 1985; and = the special “ISEE Upstream Waves
and Particles” issue of the JcunNLI of Geophysical R.esw4 number A6, vol. 86, 1981,
and nferences therein) The waves pitch-~gle scatter the be~ ions, although non-linear
effects can occur for ~ufficiently strong beams (Winske and Leroy, 1983; Zachary, 1967)
The polarization of this mode, like the non-monnt firehose wave described abcn’e, is right -
handed, but the wave propagates in the direction of the ion besrn in the center-of-mass
frame.

The third mod? is a high frequency (> Qi) tesonant whistler instahi]ity simi]ar to the
low-frequency ion mode, but occurs at much shorter wavelengths. This illstability interacts
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primarily with electrons, and because the unstable bandwidths small, is unlikely to be
an efficient scatterer of ions (Blandford and Eichler, 1987).

Given the above possibilities, which is most likely to describe the shock structure?
Parker (1961 ) envisioned the rmrallel shock to consist of a quasi-linear wave precursor due
to ions “evaporating” horn the shock, followed by a region of nonlinear disorder where
the main shock transition occurred. The turbulence in the wave precursor is generated by
the non-resonant fiehose instability, and the far upstream plasma state asymptotes to the
marginal &ehose condition.

Golden et al. {1973) pursued the idea of ion-beam generated dissipation but argued
that the most unstable modes would be those which could groupstand in the shock frame.
By using a Mott-Smith superposition as a model for the shock layer (Mott-Srnith, 1951),
they showed that the high-frequency whistler modes could unstably groupstand within
the skock layer for Alfv6n Mach numbers greater than 5.5. A problem with this model,
however, is that it is not clear how such a high frequency mode ~M strongly interact with
the ions, as is necessary for shock dissipation. Further, the band-v idth of the instability
is very narrow and the waves are likely to saturate at very small amplitudes (Blandford

and Eichler, 1987; Quest, 19S7).

Jackson ( 19S3) argued that the high Mach number parallel shock consists of an acous-
tic subshock that reflects a small fraction of the incident ions, and that the low-frequency
resonant beam-driven instability is responsible for the subsequent scattering and genera-
tion of the upstream diffuse ions. The difficulty of generating the subshock is circumvented
by assuming that enough momentum is transferred to the reflected ions so that the effective
Mach number at the rap is below the critical cutoff. This assumption is questionable,
particularly for very strong shocks, and still leaves the problem of the upstream tempera-
ture ratio, which normally does not satisfy the condition Ti/T~ <0.2.

In an astrophysical context, it has been suggested that whatever mechanism is respon-
sible for the first-order Fermi process (the non-resonant firehose or low-frequency resonant
beam-driven mcdes) might also be responsible for the shock dissipation (Eichler, 1979;
Ellison and Eichler, 1964). Thus high-energy Fermi acceleration and shock dissipation cm
be viewed as the two limits of a spectrum of scattering waves. In Eichler (1979), it was
argued that since the scattering length due to the resonant beam instability is a function of
energy and CM be estimated from quasi-linear theory (Bell, 1978), higher energy particles
will extend further upstream of the shock, see less of a slowing of the incident plasma,
and therefore be preferentially accelerated, Using this argument, it was shown that a tiny
fraction of ions are drawn from the thermal background in such a way aa to satisfy the
jump conditions across the shock and to compensate for the loss of cosmic rays as they are
convected downstream. Interestingly, it was concluded that up to one-half the post shock
pressure can be due to the cosmic rays. In our solar system there is insufficient time and
mize for & shock to accelerate particles to such high energies, but the underlying idea thttt
the dissipation mechanism and the acceleration meclmsism w essentially the sme should
still be true, Ellision and Eichier (1984) and Ellison (1085) developed a Monte-Carlo ●x-

tension of the analytic model of Eichler (1979) and obtained reasonable agreement wit II
observed energetic particle spectra at the earth’s bow shock, providing further plausibility
for the model.



& Hybrid Simulation Results: A4A= 5

In this section the structure of a MA = 5, /3 = 1.0, and Ti/Te = 0.5 parallel shock, as
prdicted by a one-dimensional hybrid simulation code, will be examined. The numerical
methcd employed models the ions as a large number (> 24000) of macro-particles, so ion
kinetic effects such as bifurcation and resonances are retained. The electrons are modeled
as a rnassless non-resistive fluid with a polytropic equation of state. The plasma is assumed
quasi-neutral, so the electron and charge densities are equal. The ratio of specific heats is
assumed to be 5/3. The code is electromagnetic, but does ignore the displacement current
in Ohm’s Law. All three components of the fields and particle velocities are retained,
and the system is assumed to depend on one spatial dimension (z). Details of the field
solver used in the code can be found in Harried (19S2), and applications of similar codes to
quasi-parallel shocks may be found in KarJ and Swift (1983), Quest (19S5), and Thomas
and Brecht (1985).

The shock is created by continuously injecting plasma into the simulation box at the
Ieft-hamd boundary, and specularly reflecting the ions at the right-boundary, This creates
a counter-streaming ion beam of density equal to the incident plasma. The bearn-f?rehose
criterion (2) is exceeded and the two beams are coupled together by the non-resonant hose
instability (see Figure 7 of Quest, 19S7).

The late time (t = 2000~1 ) ion-phase space is displayed in Figure 3, Figure 3a shows

V* vs. z for the macro-particle ions. The velocity is normalized to the shock speed U., and z
is normalized to the upstream ion inertial length c/w~i. The laboratory (simulation) frame
is used, so that the average downstream velocity in the x direction is O. In Figures 3L and
3c, the VYand Vz phase space for the ions are shown, respectively, The main shock ramp
can be identified in Fig 3a as the location where the ion bulk velocity appreciably slows
and the temperature increases (z & 3 10c/wpi). Coincident with the slowing and heating in
z is the beginning of large amplitude transverse oscillations (Figures 3b and 3c). A small
number of energetic ions, well sep&-ated in velocity space from the background ions can
be seen upstream of the main shock transition in all three velocity components.

A rough picture that emerges frcm Figure 3 is that the shock structure consists of
three distinct regions: an upstream foreshock populated by a small number of energetic
ions and small transveme oscillations in the plasma, a relatively thin ramp over which the
ions are heated and large mplitude wave motion is generated, and a post-ramp plasma
which exhibits large oscillations in the transverse direction, Given that the oscillations

are transverse, it follows that electromagnetic wavea are obviously important to the shock
structure, This point is verified in Figure 4,

The transverse D field components (J3s and 13g) are plotted as a function of position
for time t = 200Q~1 in Figures 4a and 4b, and are normalized to the upstream field B..

The magnitude of the wave field l?W s 2 ]J2 is plotted in Figure ~. Consistent with(B;+ B,)
the previous figure, wave activity is seen both upstream and downstream of the nominal
shock position. The wave amplitude increuws steadily as the shock is approached from
upstream, followed by a large jump in amplitude at the ramp, and then finally decreases
many wavelengths downstream. The dominant wavelength upstream is seen to be several
times larger than the wavelength downstream (as has been verified by Fourier analyzing
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the wave spectn-un).
In Figure 5, two components of the ion phase space, the density, and one Component

of the transverse magnetic field are shown, plotted as a function of position at time t =
200fl~l. All normalizations are the same as in Figures 3 and 4, and the ion density lV is
normalized to the upstrezun ion density NU. The purpose of Figure 5 is to take a closer
look at the shock ramp by using a expanded spatial scale. The ions slow and the density
increases over a distance of approximately z H 15C/wPi. The large amplitude trEuMver*
waves and the change in wavelength at the shock can be seen in both V&~d ~V. AS is
expected for an Alfv&ic disturbance, the velocity and wave fields are approximately in
phase. Notable is the rapid increase in the magnetic field magnitude, which occurs on a
scale even smaller than the downstream wavelength of the magnetic field oscillations.

%K2d runs h addition to MA = 5 have been performed over a range in Mach numbers
from approximately 1 to 10. The results have been compared against the predictions
of Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations, appropriately modified to include the effects of ion
anisotropy, and the wave magnetic fields have been Fourier analyzed in space and time
both upstream and downstream of the shock ramp. The interpretation given below has
therefore been extensively tested, and found to be in good agreement with the simulations
Details may be found in Quest (1987).

S. Interpretation of High Mach Number Simulation Results

At high Mach numbers (defined as strongly exceeding the marginal stability condition
displayed in Figure 2), a self-sustained wave generation process is set up that provides for
the necessary dissipation, and at the same time keeps the shock everywhere at +,he marginal
firehose condition or below it. Starting at the main shock transition where large amplitude
waves are assumed to exist, a small fraction of the incident ions are reflected-scattered back
into the upstream medium. The number of ions is too small to destabilize the non-resonant

beam driven fi.rehose (criterion 2), but is large enough to destabilize the resonant ion beam-
driven mode, and as such, generate low-frequency, transverse electromagnetic oscillations.
In the process of generating the upstream waves the ions are resonantly scattered back
towards the shock. Because energy is conserved in the wave frame, and assuming that the
waves are slow relative to the upstream flow speed, the scattered ions gain energy in the
Bhock-stationary fkame.

As the magnetic oscillations convect back toward the shock, they are amplified and
compressed in wavelength. These amplified waves interact strongly with the ions, splitting

the distribution into two components. A tiny fraction (ZS 2- 6%) are back-scattered

(reflected?) at the ramp back into the upstream medium. These ions are necessary to

maintain that part of the dissipation process that continuously generates the upstream
waves. TLe remainder of the ions are scattered and slowed by the waves, resulting in the
generation of a lqge downstream tempel ature, and in coherent transverse motion in phase
with the magnetic field.

The irreversible heating is a consequence of several factors. First, the resonant inter-

action of ions just upstream of the rsmp results in partial ion thennalization, Second, as
the wave magnetic field continues to amplify and compress (in wavelength), the turuing
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rtdus of the majority of the ions (= V,/S2 ~, where f2W is the ion cyclotron frequency

b~d on the magnitude of the wave magnetic field) approaches the wavelength of the
wave, and the particle orbits become cl-motic. Small differences in the initial particle phase

and position results in very different trajectories, heating the plasma. Finally, large elec-
trostatic potentials can and do exist within the shock ramp (see, for example, Figure 1S
in Quest, 1987), but their effect on the plasma is unclear. The forces on the ions are a
combination of electric and V x B contributions, and the two tend to cancel, reducing the
field-aligned potential drop (see, for example, arguments in Goodrich and Scudder, 19S5).
In a perpendicular shock, the ions that are transmitted move at a speed different from the
bulk ion speed (transmitted ~lus reflected component). Because of this difl’erence, there is
a substantial net electromagnetic force on the ions. In a parallel shock, only a very small
fraction of the ions are strongly scattered and accelerated, and the net E + V x B/c is
reduced.

The density scale length of the main shock ramp should be the ion turning distance
in the compressed wave field (= I – 2U~/fli), and this prediction is in good agreement
with the simulation results. The expected scale length of the magnetic ramp is less clear,
since the field and density are not constrained to vary together, as they are in the case of a

perpendicular shock. Figure 5 shows a magnetic ramp which is smaller than the wavelength
of the large amplitude downstream oscillaticm. Whether this is a amsistent feature and
indicates that resistive or thermal ion-Larmor-radius scales determine the length of the
magnetic jump, or whether the observed jump is simply a transient, is not clear. An
additional complication is that for quasi-parallel (as opposed to true parallel) shocks a
time-independent jump in the magnetic field could add yet a third spatial spatial scale to
the ramp.

A interesting feature of the high ,Mach number shock simulations is that the resonant
beam-driven instability dominates the structure both upstream of and downstream from
the main ramp, and the non-resonant mode is not observed (except at early times during
shock crest ion ). The reason for the lack of the non-resonant mode downstream is the ef5-
ciency of the ion scattering at the shock ramp. The ions are thermalized in 1-2 downstream
wavelengths and are never permitted to generate a large tiisotropy at the overlap between
the upstream and downstream plasmas. Thus, given the amplification of the upstream
waves as they cross the shock, there is no need for local wave generation downstream. A
possible reason for the number of back-scattered ions not exceeding the firehose condition
upstream of the shock is the difficulty in maintaining a steady state. If the marginal state
is exrzeded, the dispersive properties of the mode changes, resulting in reduced accelera-
tion efficiencies (because of the higher phase speed of the wave) and in strong non-resonant
interactions, resulting in a disruption and rapid assimilation (into the background plasma)
of the beam. In addition, energy that would have been transferred to the small population
of scattered ions is now given to the background ions, further reducing the acceleratimi

efhciency. It does present a constraint at very high Mach numbers, however, because if the
marginal firehose condition is not exceeded by the upstream beam, then either a very large
anisotropy of the sign Ti > T’llic created upstream of main ramp, or the number density

of the reflected ions must scale as hf~2 (Parker, 1$61), Thus (ba.ming a large anisotropy),
the number of ions initially injected into the acceleration process will decrease as a function
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of increasing shock speed, that is

.

Unless the spectral index of the Fermi accelerated co~.ic rays is less than 2,
a larger number of cosmic rays at a given energy to be produced the higher
number of the shock.

6. Properties of the Scattered Ions

(5)

we expect
the Mach

In this section the properties, in particular the number densities of the upstream
scattered ions, are examined for 3 simulation runs with Alfv4n Mach numbers of 5, 6, and
7. Simulations with higher Mach numbers were run in Quest (1987), but not long enough
to achieve st eady-st ate values for the upstream scattered ions (see below for the crit ericm
used ). The purpose of the exercise is to show that the scattered ion behavior is plausible,
and lends itself easily to further acceleration.

The procedure for obtaining the densities was to first identify the position of the
shock at t = 200 fl~1, and then select a point z = xs just upstream (roughly the center of
the simulation box for all three runs) as the upper bound in x over which the upstream
statistics would be accumulated, Four spatial intervals were then defied: region 1, closest
to the shock, was defined to be be;ween z = 7zs/8 and zs, region 2 was defined to be
between z = 32s/4 and z = 7Xs/8, region 3 was between z = xs /2 and 3zs/4, and region
4 wss between x = Oand ~ s/2. Smaller irtervals were not taken owing to the small number
of scattered ions (between 100 -250 c:~cr-particles for each rum). An ion upstream of the
shocl was defined to be “scattered” if it’s speed in the plasma rest frame exceeded U..

The results are shown in Figure 6, where the scattered number density normalized to
the far upstream density is plotted as a function of distance from the shock, normalized
to the simulation box size. The squares correspond to the MA = 5 run, the diamonds to
h~A = 6, and the octagons to ~fA = 7. A clear trend in all three cases is a decreasing
number density with increasing distance from the shm.k, to be expected if the ious are
being resonant ly scattered by the upstream waves. An estimate of the exponentiation
length D/U., where D is the spatial diffusion coefficient, was obtained by doing a least-
equares-fit to the logarithmic data, and the results are shown in Figure 7. A probable
upper bound to the expected diffusion coefficient is 2zf2i/k2. Estimating the wavelength

& 1 MA obtains~ kc/tiPi /

(6)

Referring back to Figure 7, the observed values of D are below the expected maximums,
but still large, and suggestive of strong scattering upstream of the shock. Thus, not only
do the waves confine the downstream plasma so that only a small frwtion can escape back
upstream, the majority (90%) of the upstream ions are turned bad to~~’ards the shock by
the self-generated upstream waves. Since the process of upstream reflection should result
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in the energization of the ions, it follows that the mean energy should be substantially
greater than the ram energy (J&f,U~/2).

The energy of the mattered ions can be calculated from the simulations, and the results
show that, on the average, they Me between 2-4 more energetic than the upstrwn back-
ground population. This result is consistent with the expected energy gain from a single
reflection with the upstr- waves, and demonstrates (in conjunction with the statements
of the previous paragraph) that after a small group of ions is randomly scattered back
upatreun to maintain the generation of electromagnetic waves, these ozune ions me prefer-
entially ucelerated with great efficiency, By contr~t, the the background population must
oupply the energy for both the waves md ~ttered particles and is therefore preferentially
slowed. Since, however, the number of ecattered ions is small, the drag on the background
ions is only between 5- 10Yo.

There aI e several caveats to the above estimates of the diffusion length. The number
of pmticles per cell in the simulations upstream of the shock was R 20. This means that
the statistics for the scattered particlm were poor, and the waves generated by them ve~
noisy. A eecond problem is the implicit assumption that the densities of the scattered ions
measured at time t = O:] represent an average, or steady-state value. The number density
and average z velocity of the background ions for n.ms with ~A’8 of 8, 9, and 10 (reported
in Quest, 1987) were calculated and yielded values of the n~t flux (NU. ) which tied from
the far upstnmrn flux by better thm 10Yo, indicating that the overall shock structure (in
particular, tlje region upstrem of the main ramp) was dill evolving. This is plausible,
since ions which escaped l~pstremn at early times during the shock creation generated
upstream waves for a good fraction (in time) of the simulation run. The mns with fi~A’s
of 5 and 6 did much better in this regard, deviating from the upstrewn flux by less than
1%, These rus, hcwever, were xun twice M long u the higher Mach number c~es, The
fi4A = 7 c~e lay somewhat between (a 4% deviation), but additional numerical difi.culties
with this mn make it’s reliability (at least for estimating the upstream diffusion l~ngti])
difficult to calculate. Thus, while the results quoted above Me encouraging, additional
simulations with better resolution md longer run times will be required before reliable
estimates of the injected particle distributions cm be made,

7. Conclusions

In this paper a model for the stmcture of a high Mach number parallel chock h~ been
outlined. It was (ugued that electroma~etic waves are a neceas~y part of the structure
because acoustic waves cmnot steepen into shocks unless *II- tk,e electron to ion tempera-
ture ratio is very large rmd the Mach number is reasonably m Since the electromagnetic
waves are convected through the ohock at roughly the local pl~. flow speed, it is neces-
suy to generate them upstreem, The generation in accomplished by continually ~cattering
m tmdl fraction of the background ions back into the upstream medium, driving a resonsnt
electromagnetic beam-i instability. In the context of the chock structure, the sole function c)f
the ions scattered hck upstremn is to generate the electromagnetic waves that ultimntclj’
provide the dissipation for the shock, Ae a side effect of the wave generation. howe~cr, the
scattered ions Me eticiently and Aectively accelerated at the expense of the backgrour)d
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ions. In turn, a small fraction of these ions should be back-scattered again, generate new
waves that further accelerate them, and cosmic ray generation by the fimt-order Fermi
prccess will be a likely, nearly unavoidable, mm.sequence. Because of limitation in the
present simulations, however, this latter conclusion must be considered speculative. Bet-
ter numerical models with higher resolution (more macr~particles) and longer us will
be required to make definitive statements concerning both the shock dissipation process
and it’s ability to accelerate ions to high energies.

Assuming that cosmic ray~ do result from the energetic ions produced by the shock
dissipation process, there are additional questions that arise, Hydrodynamic calculations
have shown that at high Mach numbers cosmic raj.s cnn form a ahorA wave of thickness
D/Us by absorbing the flow energy from the background ions, and therefore eliminate the
%ubshock” associated with the background ions (Drury et al., 1981; Axfcud et al., 1982).
If the cosmic rays are self-generated by the shock, this would imply that after a sufficiently
long time past the shock creation, the shock ramp would broaden, md background ions
would no longer would be injected into the cosmic ray “pool”. It follows that either a
different mechanism of injection (other than the one discussed) would provide the seed
ions, or that cosmic ray generation would be a cyclical process (a time-dependent shock
stmct ure). A second possibility y ( Ekhler, 1979) is that the “subshock” never disappears,
even at high Mach numbers, and that a steady-state structure is reached when cosmic ray
injection and production is balanced by convective and other losses, Finallj, there is the
question of what happens when the shock is oblique, Ciearly the sho~, dissipation mech-
anism is modified as the tingle the magnetic field makes with the shock normal becomes
more perpendicular, Additionally, the DC magnetic field jump and the time-independent
electric field associated with it can lead to drift acceleration. Thus, the injection process
becomes a complicated mixture of several mechanisms, and future research will need to
address these issues.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Figure 6

Figure 7.

Evolution of parallel shock structure starting from a Rankine-Iiugoniot state.
The left column of figures is the ion phase space V= normalized to the shock
speed U,. The right column is the transverse magnetic field component By
normalized to the far upstream field magnitude BU. Both the phase space
and magnetic field are plotted against position normalized to the upstream ion
inertial length c/wPi. The column of numbers at far right is the time in units of
inverse in cyclotron frequency $2; ]. The parametms of the shock are MA = 5,
upstrean, /3 = 1.5, and upstream TO/Tc = 0.5.

hfinimum Mach number for which the fiehose criterion is attained downstream
of a parallel shock, plotted as a function of total upstream @, and assuming
upstream Ti/Z’C= 0.5, In the upper panel the magnetosonic Mach number Al,
is plotted, and in the lower panel the Alfv4n Mach number MA is used. The
shaded areas in the plots correspond to switch-on shocks (lower-left corner)
and sub-sonic flow (lower-right comer).

Ion phase space for MA = 5, T,/Te = 0.5, and ~ = 1.5 parallel shock, plotted
against position, at time t$ll = 200, The velocities V=, VW, and V. are all
normalized to the shock speed VU.

Magnetic field as a function of position for same shock and time as in Figure 3.
The magnetic fie!d is normalized to the far upstream field magnitude B,.

Two components of ion phase space, density, and ~ component of magnetic ficid,
plotted against position for same shock as described in previous two figures,
Note that the spatial scale is greatly expanded relative to Figures 3 and 4,

number density of rrflccted ions 11~,normalized to far upstream density A’u, as
a function of distance from the shock, The squares correspond to the &fA = 5
xun, the diamonds to hfA = 6, and the octagons to hfA = 7, All three cases
calculated at time tfll = 200. XmOr is the length of the simulation box, and
was 600, 720, ud 840c/on~egapi~ for MA = 5, 6, and 7, respectively,

Calculation of the exponentiation length of the reflected ion number densities
described in Figure 6, The values were obtained l$y doing a least-squares fit
through each of the three sets of the 4 logarithmic data points displayed in the
previous figure. The dottec~ line is a least-squares fit to the data that makes
the figure look better, but otherwise serves no functioni
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